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Abstract In this paper, we extend slicemaps [ED06]. First, we present a modification, so that the interior of watertight 3D models is voxelized in a high resolution grid in real time during a single rendering pass (300,000 polygons are voxelized in a 10242 ∗ 960 grid at > 90Hz with a recent standard graphics card). Second, we present a filtering like algorithm to build an estimate of the geometric normals from the voxelized model. We believe this solid voxelization, and the normal derivation are useful in many applications. We demonstrate several of them.



1. Introduction An impressive variety of fields exploit voxel representations, varying from realistic effects like shadows [KN01], CSG operations [FL00], visibility queries [SDDS00] and collision detection [LFWK04, HK06]. The popularity comes from their simplicity, versatility, and from the major advantages of a volumetric presentation [Gib95, He96]. Unfortunately, obtaining a voxel representation (mainly from a polygonbased one) has long been a costly task done on the CPU. Recent GPU voxelization algorithms [DCB∗ 04, ED06] obtain an incredible performance. But these methods usually suffer from the fact that the voxelization is a boundary and not solid representation. For polygons at a grazing angle, this introduces holes. The remedy in [DCB∗ 04] are several passes and a reduced resolution. This mostly disqualifies them for simulations, path finding routines or visibility computations. A solid voxelization would not have these limitations, but all current GPU solutions are approximate and fail in several cases. This paper’s method is less error prone, robust and delivers a correctly sampled solid voxelization without performance loss. It requires only a slight modification, that seems obvious once exposed, but is not trivial. On the other hand, it makes the algorithm simple to implement and usable in practice. Our motivation for this algorithm was to add normal information to the original slicemaps. Consequently, the second part of the paper describes how to derive a density that allows normal extraction from its gradient.



2. Previous Work The method we propose in this paper is not the ultimate solution in all scenarios, but has a set of pros and cons that no other method shares, what makes it a substantial element of c The Eurographics Association 2008. 



the voxelization toolbox. In this section we review several methods and discuss advantages and disadvantages. One of the earliest voxelizations was based on point queries against the model [LR82]. Even nowadays, it is not practical for larger models. Haumont and Warzee [HW02] presented a CPU approach that deals with complicated geometry and is very robust. They report computation times of the order of seconds for typical models. Recently, approaches were suggested that perform all computations on the GPU, benefiting from the tremendous performance increase of graphics hardware in these last years. Chen and Fang [CF99] store binary voxels in a bit representation. They place clipping planes at equidistant intervals and render the scene. The result is transferred in the bits of an accumulation buffer. They also perform normal estimation on the obtained volume. In this case, the accumulation texture is replaced by slices of a 3D texture. Here, bits are replaced by floating point values on which the gradient can then be easily calculated. Our approach gives normal information without this costly (in time and in memory) process. In general, using floating point values directly during rendering seriously limits the number of voxel layers. We obtain higher resolutions, at an affordable memory footprint in less time. In [Dro] clipping planes are used again, but due to modern graphics hardware several layers are extracted in one pass. The shader can output any kind of surface properties into these voxel layers but supplementary information necessarily decreases resolution or increases the number of passes. Unfortunately for researchers, blending operations are not programmable and evidence suggests they won’t be for a long time, because of optimization issues. In consequence, the only blending mode that allows attribute extraction in
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this context is REPLACE. Otherwise two elements falling in the same voxel would combine to an incoherent result. Using color channels separately to encode e.g. normals, is impossible. Applications using this techniques currently only use around 16 voxel layers (so for 512 layers, 64 passes are necessary). Another consequence is that if the same pixel is written twice, the latter information will replace the previous. Thus if a surface element is thin (here, thin refers to a 16th of the scene) and front as well as back faces fall into the same clipping region, only one normal can be kept. When particles interact from all sides, this is problematic. Our attribute extraction is limited, but normals are derived from a high resolution voxelized surface, leading to coherent values.



3. Slicemaps in a nutshell We build upon the representation introduced by [DCB∗ 04, ED06], that we briefly review here. A binary grid of voxels is represented via a single 2D texture. The voxel (i, j, k) can have value 0 or 1, and is encoded in the k-th bit of the RGBA representation of pixel (i, j). Figure 1 gives a visual illustration. The three dimensions of the grid are not treated
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In [LFWK04], the voxelization is performed using depth peeling [Eve]. Again arbitrary surface attributes, such as normal, color, etc. can be trivially obtained, making the method very versatile. The main drawback is that the number of peeling passes is unknown, and that the total storage cost increases quickly with the number of layers (especially if extra attributes are retrieved). Typically, low depth complexity can be handled. Furthermore the representation is not adapted for a fast evaluation, therefore all pixels from the extracted layers are reprojected into a uniform representation. ≈ 250.000 vertices are scattered per layer for a 512 × 512 resolution. Furthermore, holes may appear when polygons align with the view direction, because each fragment can only cover one voxel, whereas the depth range represented by the fragment might be larger. To overcome this problem, depth peeling is performed from several viewpoints, overwriting concurrent information. There is not much literature on real-time solid voxelization using the GPU. Dong et al. [DCB∗ 04] propose a flood fill along the third dimension to fill the voxelization. In cases where two fragments fall in the same voxel, their algorithm fails. Eisemann and Décoret [ED06] presented an algorithm to efficiently perform solid voxelization in single geometry rendering pass. They voxelize separately front and backfacing polygons, and use texture lookups to fill the space in between, without performing a floodfill explicitly. Ambiguous situations can occur when several front and backfacing triangles fall in the same voxel. Our approach alleviates this problem. Other recent solutions based on depthpeeling [TH06] are outperformed by our method by over two orders of magnitude even on simple models.
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Karabassi et al. [KPT99] and Kolb and John [KJ01] use several depth maps to deduce voxel information. These approaches do not handle concavities correctly. In contrast, a very accurate voxelization method on the GPU has been presented in [HLTC05]. Here voxels are tested for Hausdorff distance with respect to the model. The process is very accurate but slow, even for small resolutions, as only one slab of voxels can be created per render pass, and conservative rasterization is necessary.
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Figure 1: Slicemaps: a binary 3D grid in a 2D texture. equally. The texture extents define the xy dimensions and for a given texel, the bits of the RGBA representation form a column of the 3D grid, defining the z-dimension. The k-th bits of all pixels form a “slice”, hence the term slicemap coined by [ED06] to refer to the texture. To obtain a slicemap from e.g. a polygonal mesh, it suffices to render it with a special fragment shader and blending mode. If the depth of a fragment lies in the kth slice, the shader outputs a color having only the kth bit activated. By setting the blending mode to a bitwise OR operation, all fragments that project to the same pixel are correctly combined [ED06]. The interesting idea was to keep track of all fragments produced during a single pass, while usually all but the closest fragment are discarded. The price to pay is that depth is quantized, whereas multipass methods (such as depth peeling) have full precision and arbitrary information per “slice” (e.g. normals). Advantages include, that the result is a single texture and no number of peeling steps needs to be predefined. In [ED06], the authors further discuss how the choice of the camera/voxel frustum influences the grid’s shape, how non-uniformity can be achieved to locally optimize columns (e.g. on a per-pixel basis), and how Multiple Render Targets (MRT) lead to a higher resolution in depth. Our method is compatible with all these techniques. 4. Solid voxelization Before, when voxelizing a boundary representation such as a polygonal mesh, only a voxel boundary was derived (object interiors remained empty). In our solution, we rely on the observation, that a point lies inside an object if for any ray leaving the point, the number of intersections with the object’s surface is odd. This also holds for a view-ray and is e.g. used to test points inside a shadow volume [Cro77]. Determining whether voxels lie inside the model, thus remounts to counting fragments fi rendered in front of them. c The Eurographics Association 2008. 
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Let n fragments lie in front of voxel (i, j, k). It lies inside n the model if n mod 2 = (∑t=0 1)%2 equals 1. Consider for a moment that each voxel contains an integer counter, much like a 3D stencil buffer, and each fragment increments all the voxels, that are situated in front of it. Instead of letting the shader output a value having only a single 1 in the kth position (corresponding to the fragments depth), it returns a one in all positions smaller than k. This can for example be implemented via a lookup in a bitmask texture. Adding this column to the corresponding column of counters in the voxel grid, increments the value in all voxels where a ray along the view direction would intersect the incoming fragment. If after rendering the whole model a counter is odd, its voxel lies inside, otherwise outside. Maintaining a counter in each voxel efficiently is impossible on current graphics hardware. To make the accumulation n n 1, work we need a second observation: (∑t=0 1)%2 = t=0 where ⊕ denotes an exclusive or operation. In this form, the counters can be stored in a single bit and current cards support the necessary XOR blending. Figure 2 illustrates this process.



L



As for shadow volumes, we must ensure that polygons are not clipped by the the frustum’s near and far plane of the rendering camera. Depth clamp (NV_depth_clamp extension) performs this operation by clamping depth values to the frustum. As we count intersections of rays shot away from the viewpoint, the voxelization remains correct, even when created from inside of a volume. Figure 2, reveals that solid voxels overlap with the boundary, on one side while remaining inside the volume on the other. Due to the way rasterization is performed on current cards and the choice of the bitmask, the voxelization accurately samples centers of a shifted voxel grid. In practice, we can move the grid virtually by half a voxel in the z direction with a single addition in the fragment shader. 4.1. Implementation and performance We implemented the algorithm on NVidia’s G80. It supports 32 bit integer RGBA textures of resolutions up to 8192 × 8192, and can write into 8 MRT’s in a single pass. We can represent a grid whose resolution in x and y is 8192 pixels, and whose theoretical resolution in z is 4 × 32 × 8 = 1024 bits. In practice it seems as if the unsigned integer format reserves the 32nd bit (possibly for exceptions). The practical z-resolution is thus 992. In our applications, we mostly use grids of around 10242 × 992. The memory footprint of these 8 1M pixel textures totals to 128 MB. In our implementation we really use 8 different textures, bound to separate targets. We do not exploit a feature (exposed in the driver only very recently) to write directly into a 3D texture, or texture array. This would further ease the slicemap use in a shader. The voxelization itself is very efficient. As a test scene we used a Stanford dragon model with 262, 078 triangles that c The Eurographics Association 2008. 



5123 1.6 5.29



resolution 262,078 tris 1,310,390 tris



10243 10.65 41.5



Table 1: Timings in ms for solid voxelization



almost filled the whole frustum. In a second test we added four more superposed models (leading to 1,310,390 triangles). Timings are shown in Table 1. In the case, where the interior is less dense and contains empty parts between objects, the framerate increases significantly. Even for a 10243 resolution and five dragons the cost sinks below 6 ms if only about a fifth of the grid is occupied (which is the case when placing them with a small separations). 4.2. Remarks and Conservative Voxelization Contrary to the trick in [ED06], we do not need a front and back face separation. Our approach is robust even if an arbitrary number of fragments falls in a single voxel. As for most CPU based methods, we do not need a manifold or topologically coherent mesh. We just need a “watertight” input. The method inherently finds the interior, meaning regions where leaving rays cross an odd number of faces before reaching infinity. This does not match the notion of “interior” as the union of volumes. Consider two penetrating cubes. Our voxelization would compute the symmetric difference of the volumes, not the union, as shown in Figure3. This is coherent with the only information available from the



? Figure 3: Our solid voxelization computes the symmetric difference (top), not the union (bottom). representation: Do two concentric spheres represent two superposed balls or a hollow sphere? A convention on normal information could be used to disambiguate. Our algorithm always considers it a hollow sphere. In section 4.3 we will show how to perform general CSG operations (also the union mentioned above). For most applications this point is not a problem. E.g. for collision detection both interpretations of the sphere create the same effects. One problem arises for very thin objects. Our voxelization is equivalent to a sampling of the voxel centers, thus geometry can pass next to the samples and remain uncaptured. Sometimes a conservative representation (where all touched voxels are considered filled) is necessary. This is done by rendering the scene once with our algorithm and by adding (into the same texture) the missing boundary voxels in a second step. The latter uses conservative rasterization [AAM05], that creates fragments where polygons touch a pixel and further provide a corresponding depth interval. We perform a
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Figure 2: Each rasterized fragment produces a color whose bit representation has 1s in the bits encoding voxels closer to the viewpoint. If the model is watertight, accumulating with a XOR operation yields a solid voxelization.



conservative solid voxelization between these two depth extents. First we shift the farther value one voxel further, and keep the other. Then we lookup the corresponding bitmasks and achieve a conservative filling in the column just using a XOR. Combining all fragments is possible with an OR blending. A similar solution allows a conservative boundary voxelization.
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4.3. Applications - Part 1 Translucency One application of the new method is to create translucency effects. In the spirit of Transmittance Shadow Maps [ED06], the number of filled voxels between a scene point and the light position is calculated. Due to the high grid resolution, bit counting with texture lookups is expensive. Instead we solve this arithmetically using a dyadic approach [And]. Figure 4 shows a result. The traversed volume approximation for the eye ray is quite accurate and leads to a better solution than simply taking a difference between front and back depth maps [Wym05]. This was also pointed out in [ED06] but their solution was more complex and could contain artifacts due to ambiguity. shadowmap with ambient lighting



Figure 5: Discretized CSG intersection of two complex meshes. The cost is directly linked to the voxelization.



it is simple, but works at a precision of several billion (109 ) voxels in real-time and this almost independently of the input geometry’s complexity. Furthermore, in section 5 we will derive a density computation method, that allows to recover the intersection’s volume rapidly. This can be useful for collision detection, or for haptic feedback. The CSG result is itself a slicemap, thus an extension to CSG trees is possible by storing intermediate results (intuitively log n where n is the height of the tree), but we investigate rearranging the tree to optimize the number of intermediate results [HR05].



voxel based translucency



Mathematical Morphology



Figure 4: Translucency: 60,000 tris, > 200Hz.



CSG and Inter-object intersection To test object penetration many works rely on complicated data structures or numerous occlusion queries. With our solid voxelization, general CSG is straightforward. Each object is voxelized in a separate slicemap. Then we render the first over the second, blending with the desired boolean operation. Figure 5 shows an example. We want to underline that



Finding an eroded interior is useful for many applications like path finding or visibility (e.g. [SDDS00, DDS03]). In [SDDS00] these representations are obtained in a lengthy preprocess and [DDS03] shows that erosion reduces visibility queries between regions to a point/point query. Dilatation on the other hand leads to a hierarchical structure, that allows to rapidly query if a neighborhood contains a filled voxel. Traced rays could thus jump over large empty areas. In our binary context, an erosion/dilatation are simple logical operations for a small kernel region. Both operations are similar and we thus only describe erosion. The first observation is that the operation is separable, meaning that we can first erode along the x, y directions, then along z. This property implies that arbitrary rectangular kernels are possible. To simplify explanations, we will focus on a size of a power of two, starting with 23 The bits of our voxel grid are internally stored as unsigned c The Eurographics Association 2008. 
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The solid voxelization obtained in the previous section is useful in itself (also demonstrated by our applications). We show now, that this inner volume representation of a scene can be used to derive a normal estimation. This is done by transforming the binary voxelization into a density representation. The gradient of this density function yields the normals. In contrast to other voxelization methods [Dro, LFWK04] we do not rely on the mesh’s normals, but those defined by the voxelized surface. This is interesting for two reasons. First, as mentioned before, the resolution would decrease and memory consumption increase dramatically for direct extraction. Second, the normals might be incoherent with the voxelization; consider a finely tesselated mesh with small spikes voxelized in a coarse grid. Using the last written normal fragments would lead to almost random noise. Our approach samples the scene accurately and the density estimate smoothes the representation, so that the derived normals are coherent with the actual voxels. In this case the resolution can really be seen as a sampling frequency, chosen according to the physical simulation scale. Principle The principle of the algorithm is simple. We filter and downsample the slicemap to construct a density grid. Each density grid voxel contains a non-binary value, that tells how many filled voxels of the original slicemap it represents. Formally, we compute: 2



d(i, j, k) :=



∑



v(2i + l, 2 j + m, 2k + n)



l,m,n=0



c The Eurographics Association 2008. 



Because we downsample, we will assume an initial slicemap of 2w × 2h stored in an integer texture with 32 bits per color channel. We will ignore the fact that the 32nd bit shows some particularities and describe the algorithm for a 32bit case. The modifications are slight and we will make the full solution available via our website. The slicemap thus represents a voxel grid of size 2w × 2h × 128. Next, we derive a density grid of size w × h × 64, where each voxel is containing a number in [0..8]. The first observation is that this requires 4 bits of storage instead of 1 bit so far. 4 bits per voxel and a downsampling of a factor of 2 per axis implies that we need 256 bits per density map column, thus the representation no longer fits into a single texture and needs to be spread over two textures each w × h and representing half of the density map column (in practice, we have one tiled texture though). Each texture only needs half the information to fill it up. In consequence, the filtered result for the slices of the first 64 bits (two color channels) will be processed for one, the remaining 64 bits for the other. Figure 6 summarizes this mapping. 32 bit 32 bit 32 bit 32 bit



32 bit 32 bit 32 bit 32 bit



Density Computation 4 texels, each 2x32 = 64 voxels 1 bit info



Each density texel: 4x8 = 32 voxels 4bit info



Each slicemap texel: 4*32=128 voxels, 1 bit info
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Although the principle is simple, its implementation is complex for several reasons. First, densities are no longer binary;



Let’s now describe how to compute the density map. The idea is to perform a box filtering that computes the sum of 23 adjacent neighbors. The result is then (just like for mipmapping) stored in a downsampled version of the volume. To simplify, we will only concentrate on a kernel of size 2, but the solution is general, as any power of two kernel can be obtained dyadically.



Second text



where v is the binary value (0 or 1) of the slicemap in the considered voxel. Consequently, d takes integer values in [0, 8]. We compute the gradient ∇d along the three axis via finite differences. and the normal n by ∇d/||∇d||. Each normal component can have a value in [-8,8], which means that 173 directions are possible (a little more than 212 ). In other words, we obtain 12-bit precision.



5.1. Density map construction
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5. Density grids and normals estimation



we need several bits to store them. Second, we must organize computations for the GPU (e.g. minimize texture lookups, and optimize parallelism). Consequently, we need to intelligently layout the density grid in texture memory. Normals do not need to be stored explicitly because the gradient computation is not very costly. Also, e.g. in the context of a (one million) particle system, the number of issued queries is much lower than the size of the density grid (5123 ).



First



integer values. This allows to treat all slices in parallel. The erosion is an AND operation between adjacent texel values. To erode in the z-direction another operation is necessary. We perform shift values by one position (division by 2) and perform an AND operation with the original value. This computes the erosion efficiently for all slices except one in z-direction. Care has to be taken for the voxel represented by the highest bit. It needs to be combined with the information stored in a voxel that is represented by a different unsigned integer value. To recover it masking and shifting operations are used, that are explained in the next section. Finally, larger sizes are obtained by iteration.



slicemap texture



density textures



Figure 6: Storing the result for a slicemap in a density map.
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We can now focus on an input slicemap representing a 2w × 2h × 64 grid whose density will be stored in a texture of size w × h with 128 bits per pixel. The storage is sufficient, but the major challenge is to fill this texture efficiently, because treating voxels separately is extremely slow.



perform an in place operation. Instead (to benefit from parallel execution) we calculate the sums of even and odd voxels 4 seperately: EvenSum := ∑ ((M 2,2,2,... &ci )  2) i=0 4



The main observation that allows parallel execution is: the sum of two integers of n bits can be stored in n + 1 bits, and bits higher than n + 1 will not be touched. Adding the integers in1 with in2 and j1n with j2n (where n indicates the number of bits to store them), can be done by storing them in subparts of an integer of 2n + 2 bits. Formally, let I n be the function that transforms a bit sequence of length n in an integer and Bn be its inverse. We can construct integers I 2n+2 (Bn (in1 ) ◦ 0 ◦ Bn ( j1n )) and I 2n+2 (Bn (in2 ) ◦ 0 ◦ Bn ( j2n )), where ◦ denotes a concatenation. The sum of these two integers will contain in1 + in2 in the lower n + 1 bits and j1n + j2n in the higher n + 1 bits. A single sum actually evaluated two sums in parallel. Before transferring this idea to our voxelization, we will define two other notations. First, the mask function as: b times
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z }| { z }| { z }| { = I(0 ◦ 0 ◦ ... ◦ 0 ◦ 1 ◦ 1 ◦ ... ◦ 1 ◦ 0 ◦ 0 ◦ ... ◦ 0 ...)



For example: M 2,2,2,2 = I(00110011) = 4 + 8 + 64 + 128 = 204. Second, the shift of an integer i is



∑ (M2,2,2,...  2)&ci



OddSum :=



i=0 2,2,2,...



The mask M does not only recover the even bit pairs, it also assures that each is followed by two zero bits, that will be needed to store the complete sum. Figure 8 illustrates this step. Remember that the density map has twice the number
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i  k := i/2k This operation moves all bits in i downwards by k positions towards to lowest bit. To sum adjacent voxels in a column represented by the integer c the following operation can be performed: (M 1,1,1,... &c)  1 + (M 1,1,1,...  1)&c, where & denotes a bitwise AND. The succeeding zero bit after every copied bit, ensure that the sum will not pollute the solution. Figure 7 illustrates this. This operation also per& b3 b2
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Figure 7: Summing along z. Pair of bits store the result. forms the necessary downsampling, because this integer now contains the sum of neighboring voxels along the z-axis, resulting in a z-density map with two bits per voxel. The next step is to sum up neighboring voxels of the zdensity map in the xy-plane. Four neighboring voxels need to be combined, where now, each voxels is represented with 2 bits. Their sum will need 4 bits of storage, thus we cannot



Figure 8: Suming in the xy-plane (visualized with only 8 bit integers). Source integers are red. The result is ordered 0,2 and 1,3 not 0,1,2,3. Appendix A explains reordering. of bits per column compared to the input slicemap. The resulting integers EvenSum and OddSum can thus be stored in separate channels of the density map. At this point all entries of the density map are already computed. The only annoying detail is that the voxels alternate along the z-direction between values in EvenSum and OddSum. For normal derivation this is not problematic, for other applications it might. To simplify usage we rearrange the result in a parallelized process, detailed in appendix A. Finally, normals are deduced via finite differences using a symmetric kernel needing 6 values around the center voxel. 5 lookups are sufficient (the two neighbors in the same column are retrieved together). A simpler kernel, with only the center and three neighbors, would require 3 lookups, but the normals are of lower quality for an insignificant speedup. 5.2. Implementation and performance The implementation requires a recent DirectX 10 compliant graphics card (we used NVidia’s G80), for integer textures and native bitwise arithmetic. The Timings in Table 2 depend solely on the resolution of the initial solid slicemap and include the reordering. On-the-fly normal computation is analyzed in section 5.3. c The Eurographics Association 2008. 
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resolution timings (ms) timings (Hz)



2563 0.28 3500



5123 0.9 1100



10243 6.5 150



Table 2: Timings for density computation and reordering.



Nb. particles Collision management



2562 0.32 ms



5123 1.0 ms



10243 4.0 ms



Table 3: Timings for the collision response of our particle system. Resolution (here 5123 ) does not influence timings because the computation is local for each particle



5.3. Applications - Part 2 Visualization Compactness is one interest of slicemaps. Estimating normals compensates to some extent for the lack of other than binary information and allows to reflect the surfaces appearance in real-time. This possibility is useful to visualize level sets of large CT scans (10243 ). Usually this amount of memory would not fit in the card making interactive visualization via slicing [IKLH04] impossible. It would stall the pipeline with texture transfers. Marching cubes are not feasible at this resolution neither [LC87]. A slicemap of a level set is small and can be created by one slicing pass on the GPU or transferred directly from the CPU. The display is real-time and several level sets can be kept at the same time and blended together. This technique was used to display the CSG result in Figure 5 (false colors representing our normal estimate). Particle collision We implemented a GPU particle simulation, similar to [Lat04], although we have not optimized the particle rendering and simulation. We use our solid voxelization with normals to detect collision with the scene, and make particles bounce. Figure 9 shows some examples. Our ap-



on the GPU. Precision is very high and even particles crossing a boundary due to high velocity or large time steps can be detected since we represent a solid volume, in these situations we perform back-integration and estimation of the actual impact point. Of course, fast particles can still cross very thin volumes. We insist that the particle demo is not the major contribution, but a way to illustrate the versatility of our solution. It does have limitations. In the current implementation, external forces can not be easily added. We only compute a bouncing direction, and cannot account for potential velocity of objects the particles collide with. Voxelizations from depth peeling might not have a sufficient resolution or holes in certain directions and clipping plane approaches have only restricted information along the z-direction. Consequently, these simulations rely on particles having some privileged direction. None can perform back integration. Our voxelization is uniform in the sense that all directions share the same quality. They do have the possibility to capture object motion directly, but on the other hand, nothing prevents from combining our solution with a movement extraction step like in [Dro]. It can typically be sampled at a very coarse level. In the case of rigid motion it is even constant and can be passed directly in the shader.



6. Conclusion and Future Work



Figure 9: Two examples of our particle simulation. proach seamlessly treats concave regions, like the complex toboggan scene (Figure 9 (right)). Dynamical deformation is possible since we recompute density and normals at every frame. The whole scene is queried via a single representation and the computation is efficient: normals are evaluated only when a particle enter in contact with a surface. Table 3 shows the timings. Surprisingly the actual bottleneck is the particle display via billboards. The simulation runs entirely c The Eurographics Association 2008. 



In this paper we presented a method for solid voxelization of dynamic scenes at very high frame-rates. It outperforms previous approaches by far in terms of speed and resolution. We showed how to obtain a sampled voxelization, as well as a conservative solution. The base method is easy to implement, does not need knowledge about the scene geometry (only a depth value has to be produced) and is compatible with shader based animation. The density function and normal estimate of the solid voxelization are more efficient than depth peeling, but less accurate since depth is quantized and less general since only normals are computed. This work allows a large variety of new applications besides the presented ones. Advanced collision detection algorithms could highly benefit from this representation, e.g. particle based approaches or ray-tracing algorithms to compute softshadows or refractions, that could make use of our hierarchical representation (section 4.3).
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0246XXXX 02 64 0 2 4 6 01234567 13 57 1 3 5 7 1357XXXX



Figure 10: Parallel reordering of interleaved groups of bits.
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